
Optimal Rejuvenation forTolerating Soft FailuresAndr�as Pfening, Sachin Garg, Antonio Pulia�to,Mikl�os Telek, Kishor S. TrivediAbstractIn the paper we address the problem of determining the optimal time to reju-venate a server software when it experiences soft failures (witnessed in telecom-munication systems) because of aging. In such a system, it is assumed that crashfailures do not occur. However, the service rate of the software gradually decreaseswith time and settles to a very low value. Since the performability in this state isvery low, it is necessary to \renew" the software to its peak performance level. Weoptimize the performance of this system for two di�erent queueing policies underPoisson arrivals and decreasing service rate.Keywords: Fault Tolerant Systems, Optimal Software Rejuvenation, Markov De-cision Process, Optimal Stopping Problem.1 IntroductionPreventive maintenance is considered to be one of the key strategies to increase systemavailability and performance. In general, preventive maintenance consists of periodicallystopping the system, and restarting it after doing proper maintenance, that reduces theprobability of failure and increases system performance. Some cost is unavoidable sincethe system has to be stopped and it is unavailable during the maintenance. The arisingresearch problem is to �nd the optimal maintenance policy, the policy that minimizesa certain cost function. While preventive maintenance concepts have been usually ap-plied to mechanical systems, they can also be e�ectively applied to the �eld of softwarereliability.System failures due to imperfect software behaviour are usually more frequent thanfailures caused by hardware components' faults [?]. These failures result from eitherinherent design defects in the software or from improper usage by clients [?]. Thus faulttolerant software has become an e�ective alternative to virtually impossible fault-freesoftware. 1



Huang et. al. have suggested a complimentary technique which is preventive innature. It involves periodic maintenance of the software so as to prevent crash failures,they call it Software Rejuvenation [?]. Garg et. al. [?] have improved Huang's modelby allowing deterministic regeneration time and provided an optimal rejuvenation policyfor the studied class of systems, regarding crash failures.But monitoring real applications showed that software \ages" when it is run, i.e. itsperformance slowly decreases. Memory bloating, unreleased �le-locks, data corruptionare the typical causes of slow degradation (soft failure) which could lead to a failure stateas well if it is not taken care of. Software rejuvenation involves periodically stopping thesystem, cleaning up, and restarting it from its peak performance level. The proposed\renewal" of software not only prevents failure states but it optimizes performance byconsidering the slow degradation of server software.Two systems are analyzed in the paper, they di�er in the applied queuing policy.The �rst studied system does not allow bu�er overow (we will refer to it as no bu�eroverow case) by stopping and rejuvenating the system when the bu�er is full and anew job arrives to the system. It may be the case when the bu�er is supposed to belarge enough to accommodate all the arriving jobs, or when the system operator doesnot want to loose jobs during the system operation. The second scenario (bu�er overowcase) allows bu�er overow during operation, however the cost caused by the lost jobsmust be reected in the overall cost function.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problemstatement. Section 3 and 4 discusses the two considered systemmodels with and withoutbu�er overow and their analysis. A numerical example is detailed in Section 5 and thepaper is concluded in Section 6.2 Problem StatementWe address the problem of soft failures of a server software, i.e. the preventive mainte-nance is done to increase system performance, while crash failures are not considered.The server software serves jobs arriving to the system with slowly degrading performance.The problem is to determine the rejuvenation time interval, if the probability distribu-tion of the interarrival times and the service rate are known. It should be performed tooptimize the cost of the rejuvenation, consisting of the costs paid for the lost jobs thatarrived during the rejuvenation and costs paid for the jobs that were queued waiting forservice when rejuvenation started, since these jobs are lost. We also take into account2



the run time of the system, since the same cost paid in case of a longer run is preferred.We assume that the customers arrive to the system according to a Poisson process,and the service time is negative exponentially distributed. The degradation of the systemis reected in the decreasing service rate. Since at the time when we decide to rejuvenatethe system the number of lost jobs due to unavailable service is not known, this valueis approximated by the product of the arrival rate (�) and the rejuvenation time (TR),�TR.Assume the following notation for the rest of the paper:T variable denoting the time from startto initiating rejuvenation,TR time it takes to rejuvenate the system (constant),X random variable denoting the number of clients in the queueat time T , i.e. when rejuvenation is initiated,Y random variable denoting number of clients denied servicewhen rejuvenation is in progress, i.e. in (T; T + TR),� job arrival rate,�(t) time dependent service rate, where limt!1�(t) = �1,B bu�er length.The optimization problem can be stated as:Find T that minimizes the average cost of the runminT �E [C(X;T; Y )]�;if �, �(t), TR, B are given and C(:) denotes the cost function.3 Optimal Rejuvenation without Bu�er OverowIn the �rst studied case if the system arrives to a state when the bu�er is full, and anew job arrives, we immediately stop and rejuvenate the system, thus bu�er overow isavoided. This is the case when the system operator does not want to lose customers (jobs)during normal operation, in other words the fact that the bu�er is full indicates that itis time to rejuvenate the system. The states of the system in the operational period canbe described by two variables, namely the number of customers in the system, and thetime spent since the last rejuvenation. In each state of the system we have to decidewhether to continue service or to stop and rejuvenate the system.3



3.1 Markov Decision Process SolutionIn this approach time is discretized in � steps, and since the customers arrive to thesystem according to a Poisson process, and the service time in a state follows negativeexponential distribution, we have a Markov decision process (MDP), more speci�callyan optimal stopping problem. Our goal is to �nd the optimal stationary policy f , whichdetermines the action in each state, dependent only on the current state, i.e. to rejuve-nate the system or to continue service. The policy is optimal in a sense that it minimizesthe expected cost of the process.The nature of cost functions can be summarized as follows:C(i; j; stop) � 0; 0 � i � B; 0 � j;C(i; j; continue) = 0; 0 � i < B; 0 � j;where i denotes the number of customers in the system, and j is the integer number of� time units denoting the time spent since the last rejuvenation. At the moment of thedecision Y is not explicitly known, therefore we can use the expectation of it, E[Y ] = �TR,since Poisson arrivals are assumed. We require all the costs to be nonnegative.We de�ne the probability Pi;j;k;l(a) as the probability of going from state (i; j) tostate (k; l) when action a is chosen. In our case the transition probabilities are de�nedas follows:(i) P�;�;stop;stop(stop) = 1;(ii) P0;j;1;j+1(continue) = ��+ o (�) j � 0;(iii) P0;j;0;j+1(continue) = 1 � �� + o (�) j � 0;(iv) Pi;j;i+1;j+1(continue) = ��+ o (�) 1 � i < B; j � 0;(v) Pi;j;i�1;j+1(continue) = �(j)� + o (�) 1 � i < B; j � 0;(vi) Pi;j;i;j+1(continue) = 1 � (� + �(j))� + o (�) 1 � i < B; j � 0;where the state (stop; stop) is where the process is �nished. All the other transitionprobabilities are irrelevant. (i) describes the case when system rejuvenation is decided.When we decide to continue service, (ii) � (iii) describe the situation when the bu�eris empty. In this case either a new job arrives to the system, or nothing happens duringthe current time slot. (iv)� (vi) stand for the cases when the bu�er is not empty, thenin addition to the previous case a job can leave the system since its service has �nished((v)).For any policy � we de�ne the expected cost if the process was started in state (i; j):V�(i; j) = E� " 1Xw=0C(iw; jw; aw) j i0 = i; j0 = j# ; 0 � i � B; 0 � j;4



where (iw; jw) denotes the process state in t = w�, and aw is the action taken in t = w�according to the policy �.Let V (i; j) = inf� V�(i; j); 0 � i � B; 0 � j:The policy �� is optimal ifV��(i; j) = V (i; j); 8 i; j : 0 � i � B; 0 � j:If f is a stationary policy which chooses action according tof(i; j) = argmina �C(i; j; a) + B�1Xk=0 1Xl=0 Pi;j;k;l(a)V (k; l)�; 0 � i � B; 0 � j; (1)then Vf (i; j) = V (i; j); 0 � i � B; 0 � j;hence f is optimal [?] (arg mina fF (a)g denotes the value of a where F (a) is minimal).Thus we have formulated the problem as a Markov Decision Process, for which sta-tionary optimal policy exists, and it is determined by Equation 1 [?].Substituting the transition probabilities we can write Equation 1 into a simpler form:f(i; j) = arg mina �C(i; j; a) + B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(a)V (k; l)�; 0 � i � B; 0 � j:The next step is to derive V (i; j), the minimal expected cost in state (i; j) for all thestates. We will de�ne a series of expected cost functions, fVn(i; j)g, or look-ahead-n costfunctions, that are decreasing with n for all the states (i; j), and is an upper bound tothe minimal cost function, V . We will also show, that the cost function C is an upperbound for the di�erence of the optimal and the look-ahead-n minimal cost functions,therefore in cases when the cost function tends to zero with time, the look-ahead costfunction series Vn converges to the minimal cost function V . Bounds are given to thespeed of the convergence. The proof of the above statements will follow the approach ofthe proof of Theorem 6.13 in [?].Let V0(i; j) = C(i; j; stop) 0 � i � B; 0 � j;and for n > 0,Vn(i; j) = min�C(i; j; stop);B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(continue)Vn�1(k; l)� 0 � i � B; 0 � j: (2)5



If we start in state (i; j), Vn(i; j) is the minimal expected cost if the process can go atmost n stages before stopping. The expected cost cannot increase if we are allowed togo ahead, thus Vn(i; j) � Vn+1(i; j) � V (i; j) 0 � i � B; 0 � j: (3)The process is said to be stable, if limn!1 Vn(i; j) = V (i; j) 0 � i � B; 0 � j.Let us also de�ne Cmax(j) = maxi fC(i; j; stop)g; 0 � j:Theorem 1 The di�erence of the minimal expected cost function and the look-ahead-ncost function satis�es the next inequality:Vn(i; j)� V (i; j) � Cmax(n+ j) 0 � i � B; 0 � j: (4)Proof: Let f be an optimal policy, and let T denote the random time at which f stops.Also, let fn be the policy which chooses the same actions as f at times 0; 1; : : : ; n � 1,but which stops at time n (if it had not previously done so). Then,V (i; j) = Vf (i; j) = Ef [X j T � n]PfT � ng+ Ef [X j T > n]PfT > ng;Vn(i; j) � Vfn(i; j) = Ef [X j T � n]PfT � ng+ Efn [X j T > n]PfT > ng:where X denotes the total cost incurred and everything is understood to be conditionalon i0 = i; j0 = j. Thus,Vn(i; j)� V (i; j) � (Efn [X j T > n]� Ef [X j T > n])PfT > ng� Efn [X j T > n] ;since Ef [X j T > n] � 0, for all the costs are nonnegative, and PfT > ng � 1.If fn stops after n stages, thenEfn [X j T > n] � Cmax(n+ j):If fn stops after k < n stages, it happens, because doing the remaining n�k steps wouldbe more expensive, i.e. Efn [X j T > n] � Cmax(n+ j): 26



Summarizing, we can de�ne an optimal policy f based on the minimal cost functionV . V is not known, but can be approximated by the look-ahead cost function series Vn.We will refer to this approximation procedure as MDP algorithm in the sequel. If thecost function that gives the cost of stopping in a state converges to zero with time, thenthe approximation is stable, and an upper bound is given by Theorem 1 to the speed ofthe convergence of the cost function series Vn.However, we do not know what n is su�ciently large to get the optimal decision. Inother words, when Vn is close enough to V to result in the same policy, i.e. fn = f .If the conditions of the following theorem hold for a state when the look-ahead policyis calculated for a certain depth, then we know that the look-ahead-n policy's decisionis the same as the optimal policy would make. The following theorem discusses thiscriteria.Theorem 2 1. If 9n0 : fn0(i; j) = continue then 8n � n0 : fn(i; j) = continue andf(i; j) = continue, i.e. the optimal policy will also decide to continue service inthis state.2. If 9n0 : fn0(i; j) = stop andC(i; j; stop) < B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(continue)(Vn0(k; l)�Cmax(n0 + l)) (5)then 8n � n0 : fn(i; j) = stop and f(i; j) = stop, i.e. the optimal policy will chooseaction stop in state (i; j).Proof:1. Since fn chooses action according tofn(i; j) = argmina �C(i; j; a) + B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(a)Vn(k; l)�; 0 � i � B; 0 � j;and C(�; �; continue) = 0, and the process is �nished after a stop decision, fn0(i; j) =continue means thatC(i; j; stop) � B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(continue)Vn0(k; l):Since the function series Vn is monotone decreasing (3)B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(continue)Vn0(k; l) � B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(continue)Vn0+1(k; l);7



and as a consequence of it fn0+1(i; j) = continue:From Equation (3) Vn(i; j) � V (i; j), therefore the optimal policy will also continuethe service.2. fn0(i; j) = stop means thatC(i; j; stop) < B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(continue)Vn0(k; l):From Theorem 1 Vn0(i; j)� Cmax(n0 + j) � V (i; j):Then simply substituting it to the rhs of (5), we obtainC(i; j; stop) < B�1Xk=0 Pi;j;k;j+1(continue)V (k; l);i.e. the optimal policy will stop in state (i; j).On the other hand if we suppose that 9n � n0 such that fn(i; j) = continue thenby Theorem 2/1 f(i; j) = continue would follow, and that is a contradiction. 2Theorem 2 can be used to speed up the MDP algorithm, and also as a condition to�nish the analysis. The transition probabilities of the underlying Markov process havea special structure, namely nonzero probabilities lead only to the next time step. Thestate space of a system is illustrated in Figure 2, the small squares refer to the states;the horizontal axis shows the number of time steps, while the vertical axis the bu�ercontent. If we follow a sample path of the process, in each time step we move to thenext column of squares. So if for all the states represented by the �rst k columns ofFigure 2 the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, for larger n these columns can be ignored,since the optimal decision is known for them, and they have no e�ect on the rest of thestates. Similarly, if the conditions hold for all the states of interest, the optimal solutionis found.The calculations de�ned in Theorem 2 are relatively simple, the magnitude of oper-ations remains the same, i.e. O(nBT + n2B) if B is the length of the bu�er, T is timerange that is studied, and n is the depth of the analysis (look-ahead-n is used).8



3.2 Simple Cost FunctionLet the cost function be C(b; t; stop) = b+ �TRt+ TR :Since b � B, limt!1Cmax(t) = 0, the MDP solution will work according to Theorem 1.However, for this cost function the optimal decision can be derived explicitly for a largerange of the states, and also an upper limit for the depth of the analysis, i.e. a limit nU ,will be derived, such that if n � nU then fn � f .Theorem 3 1. If b � (� � �(t))t � �(t)TR holds for 1 � b � B, then f(b; t) =continue.2. 8b; 0 � b � B : f(b; 0) = continue.Proof: The condition for continuing the service isC(b; t; stop) � B�1Xk=0 Pb;t;k;t+�(continue)V (k; t+ �);where � denotes an arbitrarily small time interval. (The time is not discretized now.)Since V (k; t+ �) � C(k; t+ �; stop), ifC(b; t; stop) � B�1Xk=0 Pb;t;k;t+�(continue)C(k; t+ �; stop)holds, then the service should be continued.Substituting the cost function, we have the next inequalities:� if 1 � b � Bb+ �TRt+ TR � �� b+ 1 + �TRt+ TR + � + �(t)� b� 1 + �TRt+ TR + � + (1 � (� + �(t))�) b+ �TRt+ TR + � ;� if b = 0 �TRt+ TR � �� 1 + �TRt+ TR + � + (1 � ��) �TRt+ TR + � ;from which:� if 1 � b � B b � (� � �(t))t� �(t)TR; (6)9



� if b = 0 0 � ��t; (7)2According to Theorem 3 in case of a nonempty bu�er, we have a simple rule to decideabout the continuation of the service: if (6) holds, we should continue service. Howeverit doesn't mean that if (6) does not hold, we should stop, since the initial approximationof V (b; t) by C(b; t; stop).For the case of an empty bu�er, we did not get a general simple rule, (7) holds onlyfor t = 0, i.e. in t = 0 we should continue service. In the rest of the cases of an emptybu�er the MDP algorithm can help.In case of nonempty bu�er, if � � �(t), in other words the service intensity is notless than the arrival rate, the service should be continued independently of the numberof jobs in the system.Another interesting result is that if the bu�er continues more jobs than a certainlimit at time t, the service should be continued - the more jobs are in the bu�er, themore the need is to continue the service.Theorem 4 If 9 tlimit such that in tlimit the system will be stopped anyway, then ifB � (�� �(t))t� �(t)TR then f(b; t) = stop for 8b : 0 � b � B.Proof: Suppose that f(b; t + �) = stop 8b; 0 � b � B. The condition for stopping theservice in t is C(b; t; stop) � B�1Xk=0 Pb;t;k;t+�(continue)V (k; t+ �):Since V (k; t+ �) = C(k; t+ �; stop), ifC(b; t; stop) � B�1Xk=0 Pb;t;k;t+�(continue)C(k; t+ �; stop)holds, then the service should be stopped.Substituting the cost function, we have� 1 � b � Bb+ �TRt+ TR � �� b+ 1 + �TRt+ TR + � + �(t)� b� 1 + �TRt+ TR + � + (1� (� + �(t))�) b+ �TRt+ TR + �10



� b = 0 �TRt+ TR � �� 1 + �TRt+ TR + � + (1 � ��) �TRt+ TR + �Simplifying the results we have:� 1 � b � B b � (� � �(t))t� �(t)TR (8)� b = 0 0 � ��t (9)Since b � B and (9) holds for all t � 0 the theorem is proven. 2The assumption that the system will be stopped once is quite reasonable, e.g. becauseof hardware maintenance.Since �(t) is decreasing such that � > �(t) for large t, the condition of the statementwill be satis�ed as time progresses.An upper limit has been derived for the time to stop the system. Together with theresult of Theorem 3 it may be enough to de�ne a policy in practical cases, since we knowthe optimal decision for t � B+�(t)TR���(t) and for t � b+�(t)TR���(t) , where b is the bu�er content attime t. The region where we have no explicit answer for the question of optimal decisionis b+ �(t)TR�� �(t) � t � B + �(t)TR�� �(t) :If this region is narrow enough then there is no need to run the MDP algorithm.If we want to know the optimal policy in the region where Theorem 3 and Theorem 4do not help, we have to run the MDP algorithm. However, we know that if n � nU = tlimit�then fn � f , since the optimal decision in t � tlimit is known, i.e. Theorem 4 reduces theproblem to be a �nite time problem. The assumption that the system will be stoppedat a time tlimit does not implies �nite time analysis since its value is assumed not to beknown.4 Bu�er Overow CaseIn this system model we assume that when the bu�er is full, and a new job arrives to thesystem, the job is lost, but the system does not have to stop and rejuvenate, however isallowed to do so. For the analysis we have to introduce another variable to describe theactual system state, since we have to remember the number of lost jobs.11



4.1 MDP SolutionThe optimization problem is slightly modi�ed by introducing a new random variable, L,describing the number of lost jobs at the time T when rejuvenation is decided:�nd T that minimizes the average cost of the runminT �E [C(X;T; Y; L)]�;if �, �(t), TR and B are given.The cost function structure is de�ned as follows:C(i; j; k; stop) � 0; 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j;C(i; j; k; continue) = 0; 0 � i < B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j;where i and j are de�ned as in Section 3, while k denotes the number of lost jobs untiltime t = j�. The same approximation is used for Y . We require all the costs to benonnegative.We de�ne the probability Pi;j;k;p;q;r(a) as the probability of going from state (i; j; k)to state (p; q; r) when action a is chosen. In our case the transition probabilities arede�ned as follows:(i) P�;�;�;stop;stop;stop(stop) = 1;(ii) P0;j;k;1;j+1;k(continue) = ��+ o (�) j � 0; 0 � k � j;(iii) P0;j;k;0;j+1;k(continue) = 1� ��+ o (�) j � 0; 0 � k � j;(iv) Pi;j;k;i+1;j+1;k(continue) = ��+ o (�) 1 � i < B; j � 0; 0 � k � j;(v) Pi;j;k;i�1;j+1;k(continue) = �(j)�+ o (�) 1 � i < B; j � 0; 0 � k � j;(vi) Pi;j;k;i;j+1;k(continue) = 1� (�+ �(j))�+ o (�) 1 � i < B; j � 0; 0 � k � j;(vii) PB;j;k;B�1;j+1;k(continue) = �(j)�+ o (�) j � 0; 0 � k � j;(viii) PB;j;k;B;j+1;k(continue) = 1� (�+ �(j))�+ o (�) j � 0; 0 � k � j;(ix) PB;j;k;B;j+1;k+1(continue) = ��+ o (�) j � 0; 0 � k � j;where the state (stop; stop; stop) is where the process is �nished. The above de�nitions(i)� (ix) follow the same discipline as in Section 3, the slight di�erence is that we haveto de�ne probabilities for the case, when the bu�er is full, and service continuation ischosen ((vii)� (ix)).We de�ne the same functions and policies as in Section 3. For any policy �,V�(i; j; k) = E� " 1Xw=0C(iw; jw; kw; aw) j i0 = i; j0 = j# ; 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j;i.e. the expected cost if the process was started in state (i; j; k). (iw; jw; kw) denotes theprocess state in t = w�, and aw is the action taken in t = w� according to the policy �.Let V (i; j; k) = inf� V�(i; j; k); 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j:12



The policy �� is optimal ifV��(i; j; k) = V (i; j; k); for all i; j; k : 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j:If f is a stationary policy which chooses action according tof(i; j; k) = arg mina �C(i; j; k; a) + B�1Xp=0 1Xq=0 qXr=0Pi;j;k;p;q;r(a) V (p; q; r)�; (10)where 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j, thenVf (i; j; k) = V (i; j; k); 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j;hence f is optimal [?].Thus we have formulated the problem as a Markov Decision Process, for which sta-tionary optimal policy exists, and it is determined by Equation 10 [?].Substituting the transition probabilities we can write Equation 10 into a simpler form:f(i; j; k) = arg mina �C(i; j; k; a) +PB�1p=0 Pj+1r=0 Pi;j;k;p;j+1;r(a) V (p; q; r)�;0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j (11)We carry on the same way as in Section 3. LetV0(i; j; k) = C(i; j; k; stop) 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j;and for n > 0,Vn(i; j; k) = min�C(i; j; k; stop); BXp=0 j+1Xr=0Pi;j;k;p;j+1;r(continue)Vn�1(p; q; r)�;where 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j. If we start in state (i; j; k), Vn(i; j; k) is the minimalexpected cost if the process can go at most n stages before stopping. The expected costcannot increase if we are allowed to go ahead, thusVn(i; j; k) � Vn+1(i; j; k) � V (i; j; k) 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j:The process is said to be stable, iflimn!1 Vn(i; j; k) = V (i; j; k) 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j:Let us also de�neCmax(j) = maxi;k fC(i; j; k; stop)g 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j:13



Theorem 5 The di�erence of the minimal expected cost function and the look-ahead-ncost function satis�es the next inequality:Vn(i; j; k)� V (i; j; k) � Cmax(n+ j) 0 � i � B; 0 � j; 0 � k � j:Proof: The same way as in the previous section. 2As in the previous section, we can de�ne an optimal policy f based on the minimalcost function V . V is approximated by the look-ahead cost function series Vn (MDPalgorithm). If the cost function that gives the cost of stopping in a state convergesto zero with time, then the approximation is stable, and an upper bound is given byTheorem 5 to the speed of the convergence.Similarly if the conditions of the following theorem hold for a state when the look-ahead policy is calculated for a certain depth, then we know that the look-ahead-npolicy's decision is the same as the optimal policy would make.Theorem 6 1. If 9n0 : fn0(i; j; k) = continue then 8n � n0 : fn(i; j; k) = continueand f(i; j; k) = continue, i.e. the optimal policy will also decide to continue servicein state (i; j; k).2. If 9n0 : fn0(i; j; k) = stop andC(i; j; k; stop) < BXp=0 j+1Xr=0Pi;j;k;p;j+1;r(continue)(Vn0(p; q; r)� Cmax(n0 + q)) (12)then 8n � n0 : fn(i; j; k) = stop and f(i; j; k) = stop, i.e. the optimal policy willchoose action stop in state (i; j; k).Proof: The same way as in the previous section. 2Theorem 6 can be used to speed up the MDP algorithm, and also as a condition to�nish the analysis in the same way as Theorem 2.The number of operations is higher now due to the additional variable that makespossible to remember the number of lost jobs: O(nBT 2 + n2BT + n3B).14



4.2 Simple Cost FunctionLet the cost function be C(b; t; L; stop) = b+ �TR + Lt+ TR ;where the time is not discretized. For this cost function limt!1Cmax(t) = 0 does not hold,so Theorem 5 cannot be applied1.Similarly to Section 3.2 the optimal decision can be derived for a range of the states.However, since the number of lost jobs is not bounded from above, an explicit upper limitfor the depth of the necessary analysis cannot be determined. The results contain ther.v. L, the number of lost jobs, so the �nal formulas can be used to make in operationdecisions, since then the number of already lost jobs is known.Theorem 71. If b � (� � �(t))t� �(t)TR � L holds for 1 � b � B, then f(b; t) = continue.2. If L � �t then f(0; t) = continue.Proof: The condition for continuing the service isC(b; t; L; stop) � BXk=0 1XL=0Pb;t;L;k;t+�;l(continue)V (k; t+ �; l):Since V (k; t+ �; l) � C(k; t+ �; l; stop), ifC(b; t; l; stop) � BXk=0 1XL=0Pb;t;L;k;t+�;l(continue)C(k; t+ �; l; stop):holds, then the service should be continued.Substituting the cost function, we have� b = B B + �TR + Lt+ TR � ��B + �TR + L+ 1t+ TR + � + �(t)�B � 1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + �+(1 � (�+ �(t))�)B + �TR + Lt+ TR + �1However, if the cost function is modi�ed toC(b; t; L; stop) = b+ �TR + Lt1+" + TR ;where " > 0, Cmax(t) tends to zero with t, i.e. the condition of Theorem 5 holds.15



� 1 � b � B � 1b+ �TR + Lt+ TR � �� b+ 1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + � + �(t)� b� 1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + �+(1� (�+ �(t))�)b+ �TR + Lt+ TR + �� b = 0 �TR + Lt+ TR � ��1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + � + (1 � ��) �TR + Lt+ TR + �Simplifying the results we have:� b = B B � (� � �(t))t� �(t)TR � L� 1 � b � B � 1 b � (�� �(t))t� �(t)TR � L� b = 0 L � �t2 A rule has been derived also for the empty bu�er case, however it is unlikely that itwill hold for t > 0. We can notice that the derived decision rule for b = B and 1 � b � Bcases is the same, and if we substitute L = 0 to the �nal results, we get the results ofSection 3.2.Theorem 8 If 9 tlimit such that in tlimit the system will be stopped anyway, then ifB + L � (� � �(t))t� �(t)TR then f(b; t) = stop for 8b : 0 � b � B.Proof: Suppose that f(b; t + �) = stop for 8b : 0 � b � B. The condition for stoppingthe service in t isC(b; t; L; stop) � BXk=0 1XL=0Pb;t;L;k;t+�;l(continue)V (k; t+ �; l):Since V (k; t+ �; l) = C(k; t+ �; l; stop), ifC(b; t; l; stop) � BXk=0 1XL=0Pb;t;L;k;t+�;l(continue)C(k; t+ �; l; stop)holds, then the service should be continued.Substituting the cost function, we have16



� if b = B B + �TR + Lt+ TR � ��B + �TR + L+ 1t+ TR + � + �(t)�B � 1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + �+(1 � (�+ �(t))�)B + �TR + Lt+ TR + � ;� if 1 � b � B � 1b+ �TR + Lt+ TR � �� b+ 1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + � + �(t)� b� 1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + �+(1� (�+ �(t))�)b+ �TR + Lt+ TR + � ;� if b = 0 �TR + Lt+ TR � ��1 + �TR + Lt+ TR + � + (1� ��) �TR + Lt+ TR + � :Simplifying the results we have:� if b = B B � (�� �(t))t� �(t)TR � L;� if 1 � b � B � 1 b � (� � �(t))t� �(t)TR � L; (13)� if b = 0 L � �t: (14)Since b � B and (13) implies (14), the theorem is proven. 2The assumption that the system will be stopped once is justi�ed in this case as well,however we can not state that the condition of this theorem will be ful�lled as timeprogresses, so the problem is not reduced to a �nite time problem.Similarly to the previous section's results, we know the optimal decision for t �B+L+�(t)TR���(t) and for t � b+L+�(t)TR���(t) , where b is the bu�er content at time t, and L isthe number of lost customers in (0; t). We have no answer for the question of optimaldecision when b+ L+ �(t)TR� � �(t) � t � B + L+ �(t)TR�� �(t) :Naturally this theorem can be used to make in operation decisions, when L is known.17
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18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25Figure 2: Decision map of the analyzed system5 Numerical ExampleA simple system was analyzed to demonstrate the discussed methods for the non-overowcase, using the analysed simple cost function. The bu�er length was 8, and the analysisincluded the �rst 26 time steps where � = 0:05 and TR = 2� (it is not a real application,only an illustration of the analysis). The arrival rate and service rate are illustrated inFigure 1. The decision map is illustrated in Figure 2. The black area refers to the stateswhere Theorem 3 yields \continue" decision. On the other hand, using the result ofTheorem 4 we can predict the time limit of the \continue" decisions. Suppose that thislimit will be where �(t) = � = 0:5 (see Figure 1):t � B + �TR� � � = 8 + 0:00257 � 0:5 � 1:23115 � 24:6�;i.e. we expect no \continue" decision beyond 24�, that is represented by the thickvertical line. From Theorem 4 and Theorem 3 the uncertain region is between the blackarea and the vertical line, the optimal policy is not predicted for these states.As we can see the results are veri�ed by the MDP algorithm. The MDP method18



has been programmed in Mathematica 2.1, and it was run for the above system withseveral look-ahead depths. The light grey area (three states) refers to the states where(in addition to the black area) the MDP algorithm with depth 1 yielded \continue"decision, and the dark grey area (two states) refers to the states where (in additionto the black and light grey area) the MDP algorithm with depth 3 yielded \continue"decision. The algorithm was run with look-ahead-25 policy as well, but the decision mapdid not di�er from the look-ahead-3 map. (We know from Theorem 4 that there is nopoint in running the algorithm for higher depths.) Unfortunately, we could not makeuse of Theorem 2/2 since the condition of the statement was not ful�lled in any of thecases.6 ConclusionThe problem of determining the optimal time to rejuvenate a server software is addressedin the paper, when it experiences soft failures due to aging. Poisson arrival process isassumed, and the service rate of the software is assumed to be gradually decreasing withtime. Two queueing policies are analysed, namely when bu�er overow is allowed ornot. The considered problem is to choose an optimal time interval for rejuvenation tominimize the cost of lost jobs.The problem is formulated as a Markov Decision Process, more speci�cally as anoptimal stopping problem. The general algorithm to present the optimal policy is provedto work if the cost function tends to zero with time. Additional criteria are derived forthe states that can be used to make the algorithm faster.A simple intuitive cost function is analyzed for each queueing policy. For the casewhen no bu�er overow is allowed, simple explicit rules are derived determining theoptimal policy for most of the states. For the case when bu�er overow is allowed therules are not explicit since contain the number of lost jobs as a variable, so in this casethese rules can be used to make in operation decisions.The results are demonstrated in a simple numerical example for the case when bu�eroverow is not allowed.
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